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A quick guide to the top ten IT 

best practices your company 

can start implementing today.

TOP 10 IT BEST 
PRACTICES
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If you’re interested in implementing IT best practices for your business, or if you’re wanting to do a 

quick review of your current IT environment’s health, this is a great place for you to start. These best 

practices represent the low hanging fruit in most IT environments. 

The questions in this document showcase 10 areas of IT that are often overlooked but easy to 

implement. It’s okay if you answer no to some of these questions - these things are fixable. More 

importantly, you should focus on implementing these best practices in order to see a great return on 

investment.

10 IT Best Practices You Can 
Start Implementing Today

https://www.velomethod.com/
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A UPS, or uninterruptible power supply, can provide a number of features that will help mitigate risk to your 

IT equipment and reduce power related interruptions. These devices can filter power spikes, surges, sags, 

short interruptions, and variations that happen to the power in your IT environment, into a steady flow that 

provides optimal power to your core IT equipment. A UPS provides protection from power disturbances that 

may slowly erode the lifespan and dependability of IT equipment. While not as glamorous as a full-scale 

disaster preparedness and recovery plan, a UPS will quietly play a critical role in saving you time and money.

Smart UPS units can be managed remotely and offer more sophisticated features to ensure that critical 

information passes between the battery and the servers, switches, and SANs (SysAdmin, Audit, Network 

and Security) it protects. For example, there may be a special order of shut down commands that need to be 

given so your data is protected in case of a lengthier power outage.

1. DO YOU HAVE AN ADEQUATE NUMBER OF UPS DEVICES FOR YOUR 

CORE IT EQUIPMENT?

A UPS provides protection from power disturbances that may slowly 

erode the lifespan and dependability of IT equipment.

UNITERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY:  

https://www.velomethod.com/
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The temperature in the IT closet, Intermediate Distribution Frame (IDF) and Main Distribution Frame (MDF) 

should be between 70°F and 75°F with normal humidity.

IT equipment can generate a lot of heat and, as you can probably imagine, overheating can do a lot of 

damage. Not only does overheating cause damage to your IT investments such as servers, switches, routers, 

backup devices, and storage devices, the damage done could also cause serious data loss. 

Alternately, you don’t want to let a server room get too cold, especially in more humid climates. If the room is 

too cold, the heat generated from the equipment condensates in and on your IT equipment and causes rust, 

mold, and water damage. On the other hand, an extremely dry climate with extremely low humidity can cause 

static electricity leading to glitches and issues that may result in permanent damage.

Solutions to temperature and humidity control can be as simple as vents on server room doors, fans, 

dedicated air conditioners, and targeted central air conditioning that focuses on key rooms for the 

infrastructure equipment. A digital thermometer/hygrometer is a relatively low-cost way to monitor the 

temperature and humidity level in your data room. When combined with 24/7 monitoring and alerting 

software, your IT team can solve these kinds of problems quickly, before variations in temperature and 

humidity have time to cause major harm to the equipment.

2. 

IS THERE ADEQUATE COOLING & VENTILATION FOR THE IT CLOSET, 

INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION FRAME, AND MAIN DISTRIBUTION 

FRAME?
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A small business (15 or less employees) may be able to operate securely and efficiently through cloud-based 

resources such as Office365, however, businesses that operate at a larger scale, using a variety of shared 

resources such as servers, printers, and hosted applications, will see great benefits from implementing a 

domain controller in their IT environment.

A domain controller is a server that authenticates users logging on to the company network. From here, a 

company will have centralized control over file directory access, email management, user permissions, and 

company-wide or group-wide policies affecting how company workstations, desktops, and laptops should be 

used – when to go to sleep, when to run security updates, which printers to connect to, and more. 

Utilizing a domain controller can be more cost effective than ever before through the use of virtualization 

technologies or virtual private cloud services. 

3. WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT: HAS A WINDOWS DOMAIN CONTROLLER 

BEEN CREATED FOR THE COMPANY?

If you already have a domain controller, or are thinking of 

implementing a domain controller, consider implementing two! You’ll 

be grateful for the redundancy if you need to reboot your servers or 

experience an OS failure on one or the other.

QUICK TIP:  

https://www.velomethod.com/
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In the world of IT security, expiring passwords are the unsung heroes of layered fundamental IT security. People often spend a lot of time and 

money protecting from cataclysmic disasters while neglecting much more common risks. As many have learned the hard way, your biggest asset 

is also your biggest risk, and for most companies that’s your employees. Each one is a gatekeeper to your critical network and systems through 

their adherence, or failure of adherence, to company security policies.

 

 

We’ve all been guilty of these bad habits at some time or another. The cure is in recognizing these habits as risky business. A simple rule is a 

group policy or active directory that sets an expiration date on everyone’s passwords. This can serve as an added layer to protect your company 

from data theft as employees come and go, as well as help to ensure that users comply with complex (more secure) password standards – i.e. 

special characters, upper and lowercase, a number, etc. You want to make sure your employees are not using the password, “password”.

Layered IT security has complexities most Average Joe’s can’t get through, but you can bet this is one layer most anyone can exploit if left open 

and unattended. Expiring passwords may cause some groaning among employees who are accustomed to a certain way of doing things, so 

consider company-wide communications when implementing a professional password policy - it could go a long way toward helping with user 

adoption.

4. 
EXPIRING PASSWORDS: IS EVERY USER ACCOUNT SET TO HAVE AN 

EXPIRING PASSWORD?

Does your team like to share passwords? 

Do they like to all use one account for a particular application? 

Do they keep sticky notes reminding them about their passwords?

https://www.velomethod.com/
https://www.velomethod.com/security/
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Implement an “Idle Lock Policy” – Computers should be set 

to automatically lock through group policy. This setting helps 

prevent unauthorized access to computers and reduces 

potential for human error. Without realizing, employees leave 

confidential data open on their screens unattended during 

lunch, meetings, and even after they’ve gone home for the day.

Langiappe (LAN-yap) is a Louisiana French word adapted 

from an old Spanish Creole word meaning “a small gift given 

to a customer by a merchant at the time of a purchase”. Velo 

IT Group got its start in Louisiana, after all!

LAGNIAPPE TIP

Employee Password Management

https://www.velomethod.com/
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This IT best practice applies not only to servers but to switches, routers, desktops, laptops, and pretty much 

any significant IT asset. A server warranty can cover hard to source parts for aged equipment which can 

reduce downtime when replacements are needed. 

It’s easy to find yourself in a situation where you can’t get warranty coverage for your server because it has 

been used beyond it’s useful life. It’s not worth it to squeeze every last ounce of life out of a server – you’ll 

save more money buying new equipment or migrating to the cloud than you would than you would spend 

on IT labor, days of downtime, and rush charges to  get the new equipment shipped and installed as soon as 

possible.

5. 

WARRANTY COVERAGE: ARE THE SERVERS ACTIVELY COVERED BY 

WARRANTY/SERVICE CONTRACTS?
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If your product is still eligible for warranty coverage, that coverage should be purchased, renewed, and 

extended as long as the equipment is in use. 

Professional IT service providers can be a great help when it comes to warranty administration. They know 

which emails to send, what information to include, what phone numbers to call, and can help build a plan 

around anticipated parts delivery, as well as coordinate time for warranty repairs. They may also be able to 

provide loaner equipment or allow you temporary space in their cloud environment while repairs are being 

carried out. Ideally, your IT provider has already got you covered with decent redundancy, so you are prepared 

when core equipment requires a bit of downtime for warranty covered repairs.

Purchase Renew Extend

https://www.velomethod.com/
https://velomethod.com
https://www.velomethod.com/managed-services/managed-it-services-company/
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Warranty renewals and extensions can be an administrative headache which is why we 

document warranty information and expiration dates for each piece of equipment in our 

client IT environments as soon as we start doing business together. These expiration 

dates are linked to a notification system that triggers our warranty extensions and 

renewals procurement process. 

All our customers have to do is say “yes” or “no” when it comes time for renewals and 

extensions. Months before a product’s expiration (end of life), we notify our clients 

that warranty coverage is no longer an option and provide strategic proposals for new 

equipment - taking into consideration future capacity requirements, cloud options, and 

financing options (Hardware as a Service or HaaS).

WARRANTY RENEWALS 
AND EXTENSIONS

https://www.velomethod.com/
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Having backups that are “ready to roll” is a lot different than just having backups. If you have to spin up a 

new server, install the operating system and all the applications, then download the data before you can 

get back to work, you may be 3-4 days behind, best case scenario. Additionally, lingering issues could 

plague you for weeks as your team works to consolidate the files they worked on in the interim, restore 

customizations to the applications, remap directory and file shortcuts, and more.

6.
BACKUPS: ARE YOUR BACKUPS REGULARLY TESTED?

First of all, you might be saying, “What exactly is a VLAN?” Good question. A VLAN is a virtual local area 

network and its job is to segment traffic on your network so you can apply rules to that traffic based on how 

you want it to be filtered, transferred, prioritized, and guided through your network. Each type of traffic offers 

a variety of opportunities for security, Quality of Service (QoS), and speed. In some cases, you may want the 

data to move as quickly as possible, but for voice and video data, you may want to prioritize quality if push 

comes to shove. 

IT guys love to question the work of IT departments who don’t separate out a guest network for their client 

companies’ visitors – and for good reason. You don’t want some nosy visitor in your lobby gaining access to 

private data through the Wi-Fi password. Sadly, this is completely possible in many waiting rooms across the 

country. Companies generously provide free Wi-Fi to their guests only to provide easy access to hackers and 

other malicious types.

7.
VLANs: ARE THE NECESSARY VLANS PRESENT?

https://www.velomethod.com/
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While 2003 may feel recent, it’s not a particularly great vintage for your server’s operating system. Even 2008 

was a long time ago in server years. If you are running these older operating systems, it’s time to evaluate 

your options for upgrading. Once your server’s operating system reaches the end of Microsoft’s supported 

lifecycle, it’s time to migrate. 

Once Microsoft stops supporting a product, that OS version will no longer receive security updates or 

patches. Systems running these outdated OS versions become a bigger security risk with each passing day, 

and the network as a whole suffers in that it can only be as strong as its weakest link. Even for a company 

that doesn’t have strict compliance regulations, a business that relies on its data benefits greatly from the 

security, feature additions, and improvements that are only available within the supported lifecycle of the 

product. For any business, an out of date server version can present crippling incompatibility issues with 

other applications. 

Most server migrations can be conducted with very limited downtime by an experienced engineering and 

project management team leveraging advanced migration capabilities. Just make sure your migration team 

has planned thorough testing and evaluation at each phase of the project to ensure a smooth transition.

8. 

SERVER VERSION: ARE THE SERVER OS’s CURRENTLY RUNNING 

MAINSTREAM SUPPORTED OS?

Many companies deal with a workaround for so long that they forget it was a workaround 

in the first place. A successful migration project will give you a new lease on life and you 

can say sayonara to those annoying workarounds!
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FORGOT YOUR WORKAROUND WAS A WORKAROUND?
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Not all server workloads make great case studies for cloud migrations. 

Have an experienced team examine the workload of your server before determining if an on-premise or cloud 

migration makes the most economical sense for your business

When certain applications require a lot of bandwidth, the amount you’ll spend on your network could far outweigh 

the amount you’ll save migrating to the cloud. 

However, if you are looking for a monthly payment, rather than a large upfront investment, Hardware as a Service 

(HaaS) can be a game changer as you examine your options in IT infrastructure upgrades.

SERVER PRO TIP

https://www.velomethod.com/
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“Yes! This is a good one! We’ve been needing this.” Our strength team members were elated when we implemented this best practice into our 

client environments several years ago. Here’s why: many of our clients used to provide a variety of non-secure methods of network access to their 

CPAs, lawyers, and other consultants, making supporting these various connections an absolute nightmare.

Who are you? Why do you need access to this network? How much access do you need? What type of device are you using? What type of 

connection do you have? There are so many variables to work with on remote access, so we’ve locked it down with a few key principles.

To some, this may seem extreme, but to the team of guys and girls working to secure your IT environment from a litany of threats, whitelisted IP 

addresses make the most sense. 

9. 

REMOTE ACCESS FOR THIRD PARTIES: ARE ALL 

VENDORS NEEDING RDP ACCESS ALLOWED BY WHITELIST IP 

ADDRESSES?

1. Utilize strong authentication by having complex, secure passwords in place.

2. Authenticate via Active Directory - meaning your CPA will get a similar account set up.

3. Utilize an SSL VPN connection with the same restrictions as a domain bound  

computer. 

4. Whitelist non-domain computers. We don’t just open up our client networks to the internet. 

We lock it down by providing domain credentials AND specifying the exact machine we are 

granting access to. 

USERS ACCESSING THE NETWORK REMOTELY NEED TO:

https://www.velomethod.com/
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This best practice is especially critical in hybrid cloud/on-premise environments where you have some users 

authenticating through Office 365 cloud apps (Azure Active Directory), and some users authenticating the 

old-fashioned way on your domain controller. Once synchronized, you can decide if you want everyone to 

authenticate through Azure or through Active Directory on your domain controller.

Here’s why this is important - if this is done properly, you’ll not only have uniformity in application of 

password policies, but you’ll also have a handy lock-out method to prevent brute force attacks against 365 

accounts. 

If you’re considering a migration, struggling to keep up with licensing or maintenance, or just needing some 

support in the adoption process – we have helped many companies leverage Office 365 with great success.

10. IF USING OFFICE 365, IS IT CONFIGURED USING AD SYNC?

There are many more tips and tricks we’d 

be happy to discuss with you while talking 

about Office 365! 

https://www.velomethod.com/
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Best Practices are a big part of who we are, and these are 

only 10 of our 200+ best practices reviewed, implemented, 

and maintained on a monthly basis by our strength team for 

our clients. Our goal is simple - reduce IT issues and allow 

business owners to focus on production. By implementing 

these best practices, providing proactive IT maintenance, 

strategic IT planning, and world-class IT support, our clients 

enjoy a game changing service.

Visit our website or give us a call to see how we can use our 

best practices to make your business more productive!

BEST PRACTICES 
ARE WHO WE 
ARE AND THESE 
ARE JUST THE 
BEGINNING.

https://www.velomethod.com/
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SUPPORT SECURITY

STRENGTH

Our support team is a world-class group of 

metrics-driven IT professionals who deliver 

outstanding customer service. 

An advanced managed security services program 

which delivers a defense-in-depth strategy 

protecting clients from a wide variety of threats.  

Through a strategic, ongoing process, our 

strength team works to regularly align our 

clients’ IT environments with our list of 200+ 

best practices. 


STRATEGY

Our strategy engineers compile a Velo Method 

alignment report to create a forward-looking 

roadmap of where improvements should be made 

to make your IT systems as efficient as possible. 

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN 
THE VELO METHOD?

The Velo Method is a scientifically proven approach to delivering a secure and 
predictable IT environment. It allows us to provide our clients with IT support, security, 
strength, and strategy.

https://www.velomethod.com/
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INTERESTED IN THE 
VELO METHOD?

We hope this guide has been helpful as you work to 

strenghten the IT environment at your organization.

We would loe to talk with you about how Velo’s Strength Engineers can help 

align your business with 200+ best practices to improve your security stance 

and streamline the management of technology in your offices. Give us a call at 

214-214-VELO, or click the link below:

CONTACT US

https://www.velomethod.com/
http://velomethod.com/contact-us/
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